
List of Model Functions that you will be expected to recognize and use as model functions to fit 

relationship data for this class.  The links take you to Wikipedia pages 

Linear function: First degree polynomial, graph is a straight line. 

Quadratic function: Second degree polynomial, graph is a parabola. 

Exponential function: raises a fixed number to a variable power.  Fit relationships that exhibit feedback 
like for example the growth of computers or human population growth 

Logistic Function  -  “s” shaped curve that fits relationships that exhibit feedback followed but the 
growth has an upper limit.   Fits business relationships that have economy of scale followed by 
diminishing returns.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The functions below are sometimes used as model functions.  Although we won’t use them in this class 

it wouldn’t hurt to know something about them and their “shape” on a Cartesian plot. 

 Polynomials:   A whole class of functions of which linear and quadratic functions are two members 

along with Cubic functions: Third degree polynomial and Quartic function: Fourth degree polynomial. 

Rational functions: A ratio of two polynomials.   The simplest rational function 1/x is really a power 

function and is the most useful in modeling. 

 Power functions (with a rational power): A function of the form .  (includes radical functions) 

        Square root: is an example power function with a power of ½. 

Logarithms: the inverses of exponential functions; useful to solve equations involving exponentials and 

will model certain relationships that exhibit incredible initial grown followed by slower but unbounded 

growth. 

Gaussian function  - Bell shaped curve very useful in certain modeling situations and of course in 

statistics. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quadratic_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parabola
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynomial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubic_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quartic_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rational_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_root
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logarithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaussian_function


Hi, 

 

On Monday you will do an evaluation of this class and myself.  Another instructor will come to lead 

the evaluation.   For suitable motivation I am giving you a point on the final exam if you attend and I 

will do a drawing for a $20 QFC gift card from those who attend (show me the money!).  There will 

be no extra credit on the Final itself.      

 

As to math for those of you who missed class let me reiterate.    

 

1.    You should have finished the “my list of relationships” sheet including rating each one on the 1-

7scale.   Copies of the “my list” worksheet and the sheet with the rating scale are at WAMAP. (red 

block) 

 

2.    You should practice the “relationship to algebra” worksheet on at least three of your highest 

rated relationships.  As to choosing a model in the last step, there may not be one as I showed in 

that example in class.  But if a model will fit it will come from the list of mathematical functions I 

showed you in class and put in the red block.  Remember that if just a small piece of mathematical 

function fits then you can use that model.   I put links to Wikipedia pages for these model functions 

to help you remember what they look like both graphically and in form.  Right now you are only 

familiar with model functions like linear and quadratic, but you can still write the “form” of the 

model that has the best shape.    I put the long and short versions of the “relationship to algebra” 

form in the red block at WAMAP.   The long version has more instructions in it so if you are confused 

about what to put in each blank then try the long version first and watch the “intro to functions” 

videos at www.themathdude.com   

 

3.    You should start reading and working problems in 3.1 and 3.2 

 

4.    You should also read the “introduction to transformations of a function” paper I gave you and 

try the “transformation” worksheet before Tuesday.   I put these to at WAMAP and also the answers 

to the worksheet. 

 

5.    That ought to keep you busy until Tuesday, but if not you could look at section 2.3 in the book 

and watch the regression videos at www.themathdude.org  

 

6.    We will have a quiz on Thursday covering points 1 to 4 above. 

 

Have a good but productive weekend including Monday.   David 


